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The present invention relates to vials or containers for 
segregated storage in a pair of separated chambers thereof 
of different ingredients of solutions and liquid mixtures 
with provision therein for bringing the ingredients together 
at will for admixing without necessitating opening of the 
vial, the inventition being an improvement upon the admix 
ing vial described in the Lockhart United States Patent 
No. 2,610,628 of September 16, 1952. The present ap 
plication is a continuation-in-part of my prior application 
for Admixing Vial, Serial No. 854,935, filed November 23, 
1959, and now abandoned. 
A general object of the invention is to provide such an 

admixing device which is readily and economically pro 
duced in mass production, the parts thereof being easily 
assembled and the segregated chambers being readily load 
able, and which may be manipulated in an unusually 
simple manner, such as by mere flexing inward or Squeez 
ing of a flexible portion thereof or depression of a re 
moval closure to attain Such flexing, to intercommunicate 
the segregated chambers for efficient admixing of their 
contentS. 
A more specific object of the invention is to provide 

such an admixing vial which has the major vial portion 
of its exterior walls, or the container, formed from a suit 
able flexible elastomer to permit ready inward flexure of 
one or more portions of the side wall of the liquid con 
taining chamber thereof to reduce the cubic capacity of 
the latter sufficiently to expel by hydraulic pressure a 
gate plug from an intercommunicating passage between 
chambers to permit ready admixture of their contents. 
Another object is to provide such device in a form in 

which the flexing side wall portion may be an end of the 
container crowned and equipped with a relatively small 
outlet neck fitted with a removable closure which may 
serve to close of its liquid containing chamber and which 
is depressible to flex inwardly the crowned end wall por 
tion for effectively reducing the capacity of this chamber 
to expel the gate plug in a simple and effective manner. 
A further object is to provide structural embodiments 

of the device which are readily constructed with the parts 
thereof being easily assembled, and which allow efficient 
use and operation thereof. 

Other objects of the invention will in part be obvious 
and will in part appear hereinafter. 
The invention accordingly comprises the features of con 

struction, combinations of elements, and arrangement of 
parts, which will be exemplified in the constructions here 
inafter set forth, and the scope of the invention will be 
indicated in the claims. 

For a fuller understanding of the nature and objects of 
the invention reference should be had to the following de 
tailed description taken in connection with the accompany 
ing drawing, in which: 

FIG. 1 is an axial section of a loaded embodiment of 
the admixing vial of the present invention, showing the 
chambers thereof loaded with different typical ingredients 
to be admixed, and illustrating in dotted lines manipula 
tion of side wall portions thereof for bringing the segre 
gated chambers into communication for admixing the in 
gredients; 

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the device shown in 
FIG. 1, illustrating manual manipulation thereof to ef 
fect intercommunication of the segregated chanibers to 
permit admixing of the previously segregated ingredients 
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by shaking the device, and proposing by Way of example 
piercing of a side wall portion by a cannula for removal 
of liquid mixture contents if desired; 

FIG. 3 is another perspective view of the embodiment 
of FIGS. 1 and 2, illustrating in full lines and in dotted 
lines different placements of a withdrawal cannula through 
wall portions of the device; 

FIG. 4 is a side elevational view of another embodi 
ment of the device of the present invention having a re 
movable closure, and showing in dot-dash lines relative 
positions of parts when manipulated to communicate the 
pair of chambers for admixture of their contents, parts 
being broken away and sectioned; 

F.G. 5 is a perspective and pictorial view to Smaller 
scale of the device shown in FIG. 4, illustrating manual 
depression of the removable closure thereof to effect dis 
charge of the liquid contents in the top chamber down into 
the other chamber containing the remaining ingredient 
fraction of the ultimate mixture; 
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F.G. 6 is another perspective view, with parts broken 
away, of the top portion of the container of FIGS. 4 and 
5 after removal of the removable closure to permit pour 
ing out of the mixture contents therein illustrated; and 

FIG. 7 is an axial section, with parts broken away, of 
the top portion of the top liquid chamber, including the 
pressure creating flexible annulus and surmounted central 
tubular means or neck defining a liquid loading inlet pas 
sage of a further embodiment, showing a closure of a dif 
ferent type fitted to the tubular means with the latter and 
closure together constituting the relatively stiff thrust 
receiving member for downward flexing of the flexible 
annulus. - - 

Referring to the drawing, in which like numerals iden 
tify similar parts throughout, it will be seen that the 
embodiment of FIGS. 1, 2, and 3 may comprise a con 
tainer or vial it for storage of a liquid and another mate 
rial miscible therewith segregated in separate chambers 
is and 2 thereof, with the container or vial having a 
ated intercommunicating passage A3 to permit admixture 

of the contents of the two chambers when the passage is 
opened. The vial 0 is in the form of a substantially tu 
bular body having a pair of end sections 4 and 15 and an 
interventing mid-section 16. The mid-section 6 is con 
stricted with provision of a circular internal seat which 
forms the intercommunicating passage 3. The internal 
seat A3 is preferably elongated and cylindrical and is of 
a diameter substantially less than the internal diameters 
of the end chambers 1 and 12, or the end sections 14 and 
15 which define the latter. The chamber 2 has been se 
lected for storing a liquid vehicle or body 17 of liquid 
ingredient or solvent, and thus chamber 11 constitutes 
an admixing chamber which contains the remaining in 
gredient fraction of the ultinate mixture, which may be 
a mass 18 of material, such as solids, as a solute miscible 
with the liquid or body of solvent 17. End wall means 19 
closes off the bottom end of the vial and thus provides 
an end ciosure for the admixing chamber 1. 
The container or vial (, including its end sections 4 

and 15, its constricted mid-section 6 and its bottom end 
wall 9 preferably are made integral with each other, as 
may result from blow molding it from a suitable flexible 
elastomer. Thus section 25 or a portion of the side wall 
of the liquid chamber 12 is flexible to permit inward 
flexure thereof for a purpose to be explained iater. Since 
Such a device may have advantageous use in the segregated 
storage of ingredients of medicament admixtures although 
it is not limited to such service, the elastomer selected 
for the formation of the container or vial AC for such use 
should be such as to be compatible with and noncon 
taminable of the ingredients to be stored in the chambers 
thereof. Certain elastic plastics are well adapted to this 
service, such as polyethylenes, polypropylenes which are 
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flexible in relatively thin sections or sheets, and the like. 
The liquid storage chamber end section 55 may be con 
structed from such an elastomer with its bottom end 
provided with an axially-extending neck of reduced di 
ameter to serve as the constricted mid-section 6 and 
the other end section 4 may be in the form of a necked 
glass bottle with its neck telescoped and anchored into 
the bottom neck of the liquid chamber, the bore of 
the glass bottle neck then serving to provide the inter 
communicating passage or gate plug seat 13. 

It will be noted from FIG. 1 that in the embodiinent 
of FIGS. 1, 2 and 3 the top end of the container or vial 
A9, opposite its closed bottom 9 is provided with an 
externally-threaded and axially-extending hollow neck 
20 terminating in a circular lip 2; and closed off by 
a screw cap 22. It will be understood, however, that 
such cap closure, if desired, may be provided as a slip 
cap telescoped down over the neck or a plug having 
friction fit in the neck bore with an enlarged head to 
limit the degree of insertion for closing purposes. The 
screw cap 22 may be formed from needle-pierceable 
material, such as a plastic elastomer, so that its trans 
verse end wall 23 may, if desired, be punched or pierced 
by a cannula, such as a hypodermic needle, for withdrawal 
of admixture contents of the vial through its lumen. 
However, the screw cap 22 permits removai for pouring 
the admixture contents from the vial (, if desired, but 
withdrawal of contents by a cannula will assure main 
tenance of sterile conditions of the admixture when it is 
a medicament that may be intended for hypodermic in 
jection. A needle-pierceable, imperforate disc 35 of 
suitable material, such as rubber or other elastomer, e.g., 
polyethylene, may be laid over lip 25 of neck 2. Screw 
cap 22 may be made of any suitable rigid material, such 
as polystyrene, phenolic and urea resins, or metal. Prefer 
ably the transverse end wall 23 of the screw cap 22 is 
apertured or provided with a hole 36. The circum 
ferential edge of the marginal zone of the i3 perforate disc 
35 is camped between the circular vial lip 2; and the 
inner end face of the screw cap 22 when the latter is 
screwed home to the seated position of FIG. 1. Thus, 
the disc 35 effectively closes off the hole 36 in the screw 
cap end wall 23 while providing there a portion which 
is needle-pierceable. 
A substantially cylindrical gate plug 24, suitably formed 

from resilient material, such as an elastoner compatible 
with the vial contents, e.g., synthetic or natural rubber, 
is provided in a diameter intermediate the diameter of 
the passage or seat 3 and the internal diameters of the 
chainbers and 2. The bore 25 of the neck 29 will 
be made larger than the diameter of the gate plug 2 
in relaxed and unconfined condition so as to permit ready 
insertion therethrough into the seat 3, while the external 
diameter of the neck is appreciably less than that of 
liquid chamber-defining section 5 to define a flexible 
crowned or frusto-conical connecting section 38 there 
between. Connecting section 38 constitutes an outwardy 
crowned flexible annulus which defines a circumferential 
shoulder zone which may be flexed inwardly or depressed 
to a concave position by application of axial inward or 
downward thrust. 

In order to load the embodiment of the device illustrated 
in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, let it be assumed that a mass 8 of 
the solids solute is dropped down through the neck bore 
25, chamber 2 and interconamunicating passage i3 into 
chamber 1. Then the gate plug 24 will be dropped 
down through the neck bore 25 and chamber 2 and 
force fitted in constricted condition into the Seat 13 
in the position illustrated in FIG. 1. The wall of the 
constricted mid-section 6, formed from an elastomer, 
may have some elasticity and may increase in diameter 
to a limited degree when the resilient gate plug 24 is 
forced into seat 13, and of course the latter, being of 
greater diameter than the seat, will be constricted in 
cross-section by this forced seating to be renovably 
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4. 
gripped with a fiction fit therein. The mid-section 6 in 
tervening the end sections 14 and i5, which is constricted 
to define the gate plug seat or intercommunicating passage 
13, may be thickened, such as by an external bead 34, to 
assure reiative rigidity and non-collapsibility of the 
transverse partition means which includes the constricted 
gate plug 24 in its cylindrical seat. 
The body of liquid 17 wiil then be poured in rough the 

neck bore 2.5 into the chamber 2 and the quantity 
thereof will be appreciably greater than a predeterinited 
cabic capacity cf his liquid chamber when it is reduced 
by inward flexure of one or more portions of the side 
wall, such as is indicated by the arrows 26 and 27 and 
the dotted line positions of the flexed opposite side wall 
portions shown at 23 and 29. Preferably for this pur 
pose, chamber 2 will be completely filed with the 
liquid body i7, but it inay have some head space so 
lcing as the quantity of liquid is greater than the 
cubic capacity of the liquid chamber when reduced 
by such inward flexing so as to assure development of 
hydraulic pressure upon the gate piug 24, to expel it 
into the admixing chamber 18 containing the mass of 
soids 8 which are miscible with the liquid i7. The 
nack bore 25 will then be closed by Screwing the cap 22 
down over the externally-threaded neck 2 to produce 
the loadsed device of FiC. 1. 

There is no particular difficulty in loading liquid 7 
into top chamber 2 to substantial filling of the latter, 
including neck bore 25, despite the quantity of air in the 
cavity of cap 22 when its skirt is applied down over the 
eck 23. When cap 22 has the central end hole 36 the seal 

ing disc 35 may be iaid over the circular neck iip 25 
before application of the cap 22, to be finally clamped 
tightly to sealing engagement of the lip as the cap is 
finally tirred down home with its end wail 23 bearing 
down on its marginal zone, air in the cap escaping through 
the end hole. If the sealing disc 35 is permanently car 
ried in the cap 22 adjacent its end wall 23 air in the 
cap can bleed out between the neck lip 2i and the 
disc and between the threads of the neck and cap skirt 
I til the sealing disc is in the final seating of the cap 
forced against the neck lip. For the latter purpose the 
skirt of cap 22 and the internal threads therein are 
oversize loosely to engage about the neck 2 and the ex 
ternal threads thereon, to provide an intervening escape 
gap therebet'yeen while assuring maintenance of threaded 
interengagement as the cap is rotated relative to screw 
it down on the neck. 

in operation of the embodiment of FGS. 1 to 3 incl., 
one may grasp the side wall of the vial end portion 5 
exterior of the liquid chamber 2 between one of his 
fingers 26 and his thimb E27 and pinch or squeeze these 
opposed portions of the side wall inwardly in the fashion 
indicated in F.G. 2. Such inward fiexure of portions 
of the side wall of the liquid chamber 22 reduces its 
cubic capacity sufficiently to create the hydraulic pres 
sure necessary to expel the gate plug 24 from its con 
stricted seat 13 into the admixing chamber a with spill 
of the body of liquid. 7 into contact of the other in 
gredient 8. Alternatively, such reduction in the cubic 
capacity of the iiquid storage chamber may be effected 
in a nanner illustrated in FiGS. 4 and 5, depicting man 
tlal manipulation of the second embodiment illustrated 
in the drawing, described in detail hereinafter. The ma 
nipulator may ther shake the vial 14 to assire com 
plete admixture of the ingredients or solution of the 
solute solids into the liquid solvent. Thereafter, the 
liquid admixture, such as that indicated at 32 in FGS. 
2 and 3, or portions thereof, may be removed without 
opening the via by thrusting a cannula, such as hypo 
derinic needle 33, through some portion of the container 
wall or the transverse top wall defined by the portion 
of sealing disc 35 exposed in cap hole 36, in the man 
iner indicated in FIGS. 2 and 3, to bring the luthen 
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of the cannula into communication with the liquid admix 
ture for withdrawal of part or all thereof. 

Although the side walls and the bottom end wall of the 
vial 10 are preferably made from elastic plastic material 
or an elastomer having the required flexibility, when the 
constricted gate plug 24 is forced into the intercommuni 
cating passage or seat 13 the mid-section 6 of the vial 
and its housed gate plug 24 together provide a substan 
tially rigid, non-collapsible, transverse partition means 
which defines on one side thereof the liquid storage cham 
ber 12 and on its opposite side the admixing chamber 
11. The flexibility of the side walls of the chambers 
11 and 12 in the vial end sections 14 and 15 permits 
the side squeezing reduction in capacity of the liquid 
chamber sufficient to create the gate plug expelling hy 
draulic pressure. 
The embodiment of the present invention illustrated in 

FIGS. 4, 5, 6 has the same general combination of struc 
tural features of the embodiment of FIGS. 1 to 3 incl., 
differing chiefly in relative dimensions of parts so as 
to adapt it to service requiring greater capacities of 
the segregated chambers, and also with respect to the 
removable closure. In the embodiment of FGS. 4 to 6 
incl., the container 160 preferably is molded as a unitary 
structure from flexible elastomer of the type indicated 
above and is subdivided into a bottom section 4, a 
top section 1.5, an intervening constricted mid-section 
16, an annular shoulder zone section 30, and a coaxi 

ally-extending neck 20. The walls of the tubular con 
tainer 100 are relatively thin to have appreciable flexi 
bility, with the possible exception of the mid-section 6 
and the neck 20. Mid-section 16 preferably is thick 
ened by an external bead 34 to increase the rigidity 
thereof which is enhanced when the slightly oversized 
gate plug 24 of elastic material is jammed thereinto. 
The coaxial neck 20 may be stiffened by increased thick 
ness and, in any case, by an external screw thread molded 
thereon. 
The constricted mid-section 116 constitues a tubular 

inlet leading and connected in a fluid-tight manner to 
the top end of an enlarged receptive chamber is de 
fined by the bottom section i4, and in turn leads from 
and is connected in a fluid-tight manner to the bottom 
of a top liquid storage chamber 152 defined by the 
top section 115 and a superposed crowned shoulder zone 
section 30. This tubular inlet, which intercommuni 
cates the top liquid storage chamber 2 with the bot 
tom receptive chamber 15; preferably is in the form 
of an elongated and cylindrical internal seat 13 of a 
diameter considerably less than the internal diameters of 
the bottom and top end chambers if and i2. The top 
chamber 2, including section 15, the superposed shoul 
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der zone 30, and the outwardly or upwardly extending 
coaxial neck 120 has stored therein a liquid vehicle or 
body 7 of liquid ingredient or solvent, which is pref 
erably in such quantity as substantially to fill this top 
chamber including the bore 125 of the neck. The bot 
tom receptive chamber 11 constitutes an admixing cham 
ber which contains the remaining ingredient fraction of 
the ultimate mixture, which may be mass 18 of other 
material, such as solids, as a solute miscible with the 
liquid or body of solvent 17. Bottom end wall 119 closes 
off the bottom end of the tubular vial or container 88 
thereby providing an end closure for the admixing cham 
ber 11, and the cubic capacity of the latter preferably 
is such as to receive therein with the mass 8 of the 
second ingredient all of the liquid 17 in the top stor 
age chamber 12. It is to be understood that the sec 
ond ingredient in the bottom chamber 11 may be another 
liquid which may be in a quantity, for example, such 
that its top surface is located at about the horizontal 
plane depicted by the dotted line at 40 in FIG. 4, when 
Such loaded container i00 is standing upright. 
The coaxial, outwardly-extending and externally screw 
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6 
threaded neck 26 terminates in a circular lip 42, as 
will be seen from F.G. 6, which defines an open outlet 
or pouring mouth for the neck bore 125, normally closed 
off by the renovable closure 122. The removable clo 
sure 22 preferably is a screw cap having an internally 
screw threaded skirt and a transverse imperforate top 
end 23. The screw cap 22 preferably has substantial 
rigidity in order to enhance the stiffness of the neck 120, 
and for this purpose may be molded in one piece from 
relatively rigid plastic material, such as polystyrene and 
the like, or may be formed from metal or other rigid 
material. When the screw cap 22 is telescoped down 
over and about the neck 20 by screw threaded engage 
ment therewith resulting from rotation of the cap, its 
transverse top wall 23 is ultimately brought to sealing 
engagement with the elastic circular lip E21 of the neck. 

Since it is desired that the body 7 of liquid stored 
in the top chamber 152 substantially fill it including its 
portion defined by the neck bore 25, it may be desirable 
to shape and dimension the external surfaces of the neck 
i20, including its external screw threads, and the inter 
nal surfaces of the cap skirt, including its internal screw 
threads, to assure a relatively loose fit until the cap is 
screwed down home to jamming of the inner face of the 
transverse top end S.23 of the cap against the circular 
neck lip 12A. Such loose fit permits escape of the air 
within the screw cap 22 as the latter is screwed down 
about the neck 128 so that this air will not become en 
trapped within the chamber 2 and tend to cause the 
body of liquid 7 prematurely to apply hydraulic pres 
Sure down against the gate plug 24 which might tend to 
expel the latter from its circular seat 13 down into the 
receptive bottom chamber 11. If desired, cap 22 may 
carry a dip stick or be of other construction while con 
stituting a removable closure for neck bore 125. 

It will be seen from FIG. 4 that the top portion of 
top section 15 is surmounted by an upwardly crowned 
and relatively thin-walled annulus in the form of a frusto 
conical circumferential shoulder zone 130, defining with 
the neck A28 and cap 122 carried thereby, a top closing 
end wall of the liquid storage chamber 122. While the 
bore 25 of neck 29 is in diameter of considerably less 
dimension than the top portion of section 115 it may be 
desirable that it be of a diameter greater than the con 
stricted seat E3 and gate plug 24 when the latter is in 
relaxed condition prior to jammed insertion of the latter 
into the constricted seat. This will permit the ready 
insertion of the gate plug 24 down through the neck bore 
12S for seating into the constricted seat 13. However, 
neck bore 25 could be of the same size as constricted 
seat 13 which would require for seating of the gate 
plug 24 into the latter first forcing the gate plug in 
constricted condition down through the neck bore. 

Loading of the embodiment of the device illustrated 
in FIGS. 4 to 6 incl. may be similar to that described 
above in connection with the embodiment of FIGS. 1 
to 3 incl. The second ingredient of the ultimate liquid 
mixture or composition, which may be in the form of 
the mass 18 of solids or a liquid in a limited quantity 
sufficient to bring its top surface to the transverse plane 
indicated by the dotted line at 40 in FIG. 4, may be 
supplied to the bottom receptive chamber if successively 
down through the neck bore 25 and the tubular inlet 
defined by the constricted gate plug seat 3. In order 
to avoid fouling of inner surfaces of the liquid storage 
chamber 112 during such loading of the bottom recep 
tive chamber is with the second ingredient the latter , 
may be supplied through a tube inserted successively 
down through the neck bore 125, the main portion of 
the liquid storage chamber 112 and the gate plug seat 
43. Thereafter, after removal of the feed tube, the 

gate plug 24 will be dropped down through the neck bore 
125 in the main portion of the liquid storage chamber 
12 and force-fitted in constricted condition into the 

seat 113, to the position illustrated in FIG. 4. Although 
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the wall of the constricted midsection ió, formed from 
the flexible elastomer, may have some elasticity so that 
the diameter thereof is increased to a limited degree 
when the resilient gate plug 24 is forced into its receptive 
seat 13, this swelling of the constricted mid-section is 
limited by the strengthening externai bead i34, so that 
the gate plug will be constricted in cross-section by its 
forced seating into its receptive seat, to be removably 
gripped with a friction fit therein. Thus the constricted 
mid-section 16 and the gate plug 24 force-fitted into the 
seat 13 defined by the former together constitute a rigid, 
non-collapsible, transverse partition means to one side 
of which is defined the receptive bottom chamber Si and 
to the other side of which is defined the top liquid stor 
age chamber 12, thereby maintaining in segregated coil 
dition the contents of these two chambers. 

After the second ingredient has been loaded into the 
bottom receptive chamber 11 and the gate plug 24 
jammed down into the constricted seat 13, the body of 
liquid 17, constituting the first ingredient cf the ultimate 
mixture, will be poured down through the neck bore £25 
into the top storage chamber 2, at least in such quan 
tity as will be appreciably greater than a predetermined 
cubic capacity of this liquid storage chamber when it is 
reduced by inward flexure of a wall portion thereof, and 
preferably to substantial filling of the entire top chamber 
including the neck bore. The removable closure, in the 
form of screw cap 22, will then be threadably applied 
to the neck 26 to seal off the mouth of neck core 25 
at the circular lip 2i. In this manner the uitimate 
package of FIG. 4 is constructed and readied for se. 

in operation of the embodiment of FIGS. 4 to 6 incl., 
one may grasp the tubular container 108 in the manner 
depicted in FG. 5, inserting the constricted section 6 
between his fingers 26 and 3; and apply inward or 
downward thrust to the neck 2) by manual depression 
of the cap 22 with his thumb 127. As a result, the 
crowned or frusto-conical flexible annulus defined by 
the shoulder Zone E39 will be inverted by depresseion 
to the shape of a concave annulus, indicated in dot-dash 
lines at 230 in F.G. 4. Consequently, the capacity of 
liquid storage chamber 12 is appreciably reduced with 
the development of hydraulic pressure upon the gate 
plug 24, so as to expel the latter from out of its seat 3 
down into the receptive chamber 11, as is indicated in 
FIG. 5. This permits the liquid ingredient 17 in the top 
storage chamber 2 to spill down into the receptive 
chamber 11 there to contact with the second ingredient 
18. The operator may then shake the container 130 
to assure complete admixture of the ingredients of the 
ultimate mixture. The gate plug 24 which has been 
expelled down into receptive and mixing chamber 1: 
may serve to facilitate admixing of the ingredients in 
the shaking of the container 08, since it will bounce 
around in this chamber during the shaking. 

Removal of the resulting liquid mixture from the con 
tainer 100 may be effected later by unscrewing the cap 
22 from off of the neck 529, and then tilting the con 

tainer to pour the mixture out of the neck bore 25, 
as is illustrated in FiG. 6. 
The top portion of a further embodiment is illustrated 

in FIG. 7 to emphasize that the neck closure does not 
necessarily have to be removable in order to permit with 
drawal of the ultimate liquid mixture within the con 
tainer. The container proper 200 may be similar to that 
illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5, molded preferably as a unit 
from suitable elastomer, such as elastic plastics of the 
type mentioned above. The top chamber 22, in which 
the body of liquid ingredient 7 is stored, may be defined 
by similar wall structure including a top part in the form 
of a flexible annulus 135 similar to that illustrated in 
FIG. 4. The flexible annulus 39 is surmounted Cen 
trally by tubular means, preferably in the form of an ax 
ially-extending neck 226, connected centrally to the 
flexible annulus, preferably by being molded integrally tainer. 
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3. 
therewith, So as to assure a fluid-tight connection. Bore 
225 of the tubular means or neck 220 defines a liquid 
loading inlet passage for flowing the liquid ingredient 7 
into the top storage chamber 2:2 before the container 
is closed at the top. The neck bore 225 Snugly receives 
therein a relatively thick sleeve 4, which may be of 
rubber or other suitable elastic material, confined in 
constricted condition in the neck bore so as to remain 
snugly therewithin. The elastic sleeve 4 has an axial 
bore 42 extending therethrough. The Snug gripping of 
the sleeve 42 within the neck 228 may be attained 
wholly by the elasticity of the neck if the sleeve is of 
rigid material such as polystyrene plastic or metal, pro 
vided suitabie provision for gasketing the spottt tube in 
the sleeve is made as in hereinafter explained. It will 
thus be understood that, in any case, the sleeve 4; rein 
forces the tubular inlet passage means or neck 220 so 
as to stiffen it. 

in the FiG. 7 structure, the closure which is fitted to 
the tubular inlet passage means or neck 228 is completed 
by a tubular member or spout tube ineans 43, consisting 
of a tube 44 carrying medially an annular fiange 45 and 
having an outlet tip 46 extending beyond the flange. The 
spout tibe 44 preferably is of rigid material, such as pol 
ystyrene cr metal, and its bottom section which extends 
below the annular fiange 45, preferably is of an outer 
diameter slightly greater than the inner diameter of the 
sleeve bore 42 when the steeve 4S is noided fron an 
elastomer and is held tightly in constricted condition 
in the neck bore 225. The spout tube 44 may be forced 
into the sleeve bore 42 due to the elasticity of the sleeve 
1, or it may be in such assembled position at the time 

the sleeve is forced into the neck bore 225. Consequent 
ly, all joints of the closure are fluid-tight. If the sleeve 
4 is of rigid material at least the bottom section of 
spout tube 44 fitted into the sleeve bore 42 may be of a 
suitable elastomer and sightly oversized to be force 
fitted into the atter. 

it will be noted from FIG. 7 that preferably the an 
nular flange 45 carried medially by spout tube 44 is of 
a lateral dimension sufficient to overlap the outer ends 
of both the inserted sleeve 4; and the lip of the neck 228. 
so ihat it may be employed to limit the insertion of the 
Seeve into the neck bore 225, so as to assure maintenance 
of the relative positions of the parts when thrust is 
applied to the closure. Bore 46 of spout tube 44 extends 
longitudinally therethrough to provide the outlet for 
delivery cf the ultimate liquid inixture, and may be 
slightly constricted at outlet tip. 47 to permit delivery 
of the liquid mixture either in the form of a very fine 
stream or as drops. The outlet tip. 47 of the delivery 
spout tube 44 is suitably and temporarily covered to 
close the spout bore 46. Such temporary closure may be 
effected by a screw cap 43 threadably engaged over spout 
tube tip 47, but if this cap is made of elastic material, 
such as a suitable elastoiner, it may have a tight friction 
and wedging fit thereover while being removable by 
sipping it off with twisting action. 

Let it be assumed that a container of the present inven 
tion, equipped with top closure means of the type ilius 
trated in F: G. 7, has a suitable ingredient housed in its 
lower chamber and protectively isolated by the gate plug 
of the FEG, 4 embodiment. With the ciosure, coimpris 
ing elastic sleeve 45 and spout tube 44, absent from the 
tubular neck 226 the liquid ingredient 57 may be flowed 
into the top storage chamber 252 in any suitabie manner, 
such as by a feed tube. Then the elastic sleeve 4i may 
be forced into the neck bore 225, with or withcut the 
spout tube 44 being mounted in the sleeve bore 42. 
Preferably the tip $7 of the spout tube 43 will not be 
covered by the cap 43 until such seating of the closure 
within the neck bore 225. Thereafter, the spout tube 
may be capped by screwing or forcing the cap 48 down 
over the spout tube tip. 47 for secure Sealing of the con 

in order to insure against expulsion of the 
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closure, or its spout tube, from neck bore 225 when 
hydraulic pressure is created in the liquid storage cham 
ber the sleeve 45 may be more securely anchored in 
neck 220, such as by screw threaded engagement and 
similar screw threaded engagement may be employed 
between the sleeve 4 and the spout tube 44. 
To operate the embodiment proposed in FIG. 7, one 

may insert the capped tip of the spout tube 44 between two 
of his fingers and, while holding the remainder of the con 
tainer either with the other hand or supporting it on a 
surface, apply downward thrust to the tubular neck and 
closure assembly in the direction of the arrows 226 and 
227, so as to flex downwardly the flexible annulus in the 
manner indicated and illustrated in the FIGS. 4 and 5. 
It may be desired to provide the cap 48 for the spout tube 
tip 47 with an enlarged head, such as depicted at 49, to 
serve as a thrust-receiving pad. In the latter case the cap 
43 should be made of rigid material, such as metal or in 
elastic plastic, so that when axial thrust is applied thereto, 
as proposed by arrow 326, there will be less tendency for 
parts to distort and detract from the desirability of so 
operating the device. It is to be understood that for the 
Spout tube closing cap 48 one may substitute conventional 
valving structure which may normally close spout tube 
bore 46 and be manually manipulable to open it for dis 
charge of liquid contents of the container. 
As a result of such application of downward thrust, the 

gate pug will be expelled by hydraulic pressure down out 
of its constricted waist seat into the bottom chamber, per 
mitting spill of the liquid ingredient down thereinto for 
admixing the ingredients. Whenever it is desired to re 
move the ultimate liquid mixture out through the tubular 
means or neck which defines the liquid loading inlet pas 
Sage, this may be accomplished by removing the spout 
tube cap 48 to open up the spout bore 46. Inversion of 
the container will then permit expulsion of any desired 
quantity of the liquid mixture from the container by 
Squeezing portions of the side walls of one or more of the 
two chambers thereof to reduce the internal cubic capacity. 
Obviously, for the purpose of such discharge of mixture 
contents, the entire closure assembly, including the sleeve 
4 and spout tube means 43 carried thereby, may be re 
moved from the neck bore 225, but this is not essential 
since the liquid mixture contents may be removed through 
the tube bore 46 with the spout tube uncapped by removal 
of cap 48. In either case, the ultimate liquid mixture is 
withdrawn out through the tubular means which defines 
the liquid loading inlet passage or neck bore 225. 

It is to be understood that the device of the present in 
vention is not limited to the marketing, storage and prep 
aration of medical compositions or medicaments. It may 
be advantageously employed in the segregated storage and 
admixture of ingredients of various types of ultimate mix 
tures, such as coating compositions, potables that may be 
designed for therapeutic purposes as well as others, e.g., 
cocktails, etc. 

It will thus be seen that the embodiments of the admix 
ing vial or container of the present invention, illustrated 
by Way of example in the drawing, provides a pair of 
Segregated separate chambers in which are separately 
stored a liquid ingredient and another material miscible 
therewith, constituting ingredients of an ultimate liquid 

- mixture, the chambers being intercommunicated by a 
gated passage to permit upon opening of the latter admix 
ture of the ingredients. In this construction is provided a 
bottom section defining an enlarged receptive chamber 
containing the other or second ingredient and which is of 
a certain internal cross-sectional dimension, a constricted 
tubular inlet leading and connected in a fluid-tight manner 
to this receptive chamber and which is of an internal diam 
eter appreciably less than the cross-sectional dimension 
of the receptive chamber with this tubular inlet defining 
the intercommunicating passage, and a substantially cylin 
drical resilient gate plug of a diameter intermediate the 
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internal diameter of the tubular inlet and the internal 
cross-sectional dimension of the receptive chamber 
jammed into the inlet so as temporarily to close the 
intercommunicating passage provided thereby with the 
gate plug being pressure-expellable from the latter into 
the receptive chamber. These illustrated embodiments 
also include a top portion defining in part an enlarged 
iiquid storage chamber substantially filled with the liquid 
ingredient and connected in a fluid-tight manner at its bot-. 
tonn to the tubular inlet with the passage defined by the 
atter intercommunicating the chambers when the gate 
plug is unseated from the passage into the receptive cham 
ber. This top portion is surmounted by an upwardly 
crowned and relatively thin-wallied annulus connected 
thereto in a fluid-tight manner and forming a top closing 
end wall of the liquid storage chamber. Since this crowned 
annulus is formed of flexible elastomer it is deformable 
to a concave annulus upon application thereto of down 
ward thrust axially, so as effectively to reduce the cubic 
capacity of the top liquid storage chamber and thereby 
cause the gate plug to be hydraulically expelled from the 
intercommunicating passage down into the receptive cham 
ber. The crowned annulus which surmounts the top por 
tion of the liquid storage chamber coaxially carries tubular 
means connected centrally thereto in a fluid-tight manner 
and defining a liquid loading inlet passage for flowing the 
liquid ingredient into the top storage chamber. 
The tubular means which is connected centrally to the 

flexible annulus in a fluid-tight manner has a bore to de 
fine a liquid loading inlet passage. This bore may pro 
vide an outlet terminating in an open pouring mouth or 
may have therein sleeve and/or tube means which per 
forms this function. In any case, there is fitted to this 
tubular loading means a ciosure which closes the loading 
inlet passage with confinement of the liquid ingredient in 
the top storage chamber. This closure is of a structure 
permitting withdrawal of the ultimate liquid mixture out 
through the tubular loading means. This tubular means 
and the closure fitted thereto together define a relatively 
stiff thrust-receiving means for manual engagement to de 
form the flexible annulus downwardly into a concave posi 
tion upon application of downward manual thrust to such 
thrust-receiving means. In certain embodiments where 
the closure which is fitted to the tubular means defining 
the liquid loading inlet passage is in the form of a remov 
able closure mounted on or in the neck it temporarily 
closes the mouth of the latter and together they define 
a stiff thrust post for manual engagement to deform the 
flexible crowned annulus downwardly to the concave posi 
tion upon application of manual thrust to the resulting 
post for expelling the gate plug from out of its seat and 
thereby effect intercommunication between the pair of 
chambers for bringing the segregated ingredients together 
to be admixed by shaking the container. The illustrated 
and described embodiments of the device, and others 
which have similar characteristics, are thus of simpie con 
struction permitting them readily to be manufactured in 
mass production at relatively low costs while allowing 
them to be easily loaded, simply manipulated for prepar 
ing the ultimate mixtures, and effectively used for easy 
withdrawal of the liquid mixture contents therefrom. 

It will thus be seen that the objects set forth above, 
among those made apparent from the preceding descrip 
tion, are eficiently attained and, since certain changes 
may be made in the above constructions without depart 
ing from the scope of the invention, it is intended that all 
matter contained in the above description or shown in the 
accompanying drawing shall be interpreted as illustrative 
and not in a limiting sense. 

It is also to be understood that the following claims are 
intended to cover all of the generic and specific features 
of the invention herein described, and all statements of the 
Scope of the invention which, as a matter of language, 
night be said to fall therebetween. 
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Having described my invention, what I claim as new and 
desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 

1. A container for storage of a liquid and another mate 
rial miscible therewith segregated in separate chambers 
having a gated intercommunicating passage to permit ad 
mixture comprising, in combination, a substantially tubu 
lar body of flexible elastomer having a pair of end sections 
and an intervening mid-section, said mid-section being 
constricted with provision of a circular internal seat of a 
diameter substantially less than the internal diameters of 
said end sections to define on opposite sides of said seat 
tubular exterior side walls of a liquid chamber and an ad 
mixing channber for containing material miscible with 
contents of said liquid chamber, an integral exterior end 
wall of like elastomer closing off one end of said body and 
the tubular side wall of the charinber thereat, an integral 
elongated neck extending coaxially from the other end of 
said body having an outlet bore and an external diameter 
appreciably less than the internal diameter of the adjacent 
end section with an intervening inwardly-extending 
crowned shoulder zone of the same flexible material coin 
necting the tubular side wall of said end section to said 
neck and capable of axial inward flexure, a removable 
cap mounted in a relatively fixed inward position on said 
neck and closing of the bore of the latter with said cap 
and neck having cooperating abutting means preventing 
further relative inward motion of said cap, said cap con 
stituting with said neck and said flexible crowned shoulder 
zone a portion of the exterior walls of the chamber pro 
vided by said adjacent end section, and a substantially 
cylindrical resilient gate plug of a diameter intermediate 
the diameter of said seat and the internal diameters of 
said chambers removably fitted in constricted condition 
within said seat temporarily isolating said chambers from 
each other, said liquid chamber containing a quantity of 
liquid appreciably greater than a predetermined cubic 
capacity of said chamber to which it may be reduced by 
inward flexure of at least one porticn of the exterior walls 
of said liquid chamber to cause said gate plug to be ex 
pelled from said seat into said admixing chamber by hy 
draulic pressure when the exterior wall portion of said 
liquid chamber is flexed inwardly. 

2. In an admixing container for storage of a liquid 
and another material miscible therewith constituting in 
gredients of an ultimate mixture and segregated in sepa 
rate chambers thereof with the latter intercommunicated 
by a gated passage to permit upon opening of the latter 
admixture of the ingredients, the combination with a 
bottom section defining an enlarged receptive chamber 
containing the other ingredient and of a certain internal 
cross-sectional dimension, a constricted tubular inlet lead 
ing and connected in a fluid-tight manner to said recep 
tive chamber and of an internal diameter appreciably less 
than the cross-sectional dimension of said receptive chain 
ber defining the intercommunicating passage, a substan 
tially cylindrical resilient gate plug of a diameter inter 
mediate the internal diameter of said tubular inlet and the 
internal cross-sectional dimension of said receptive cham 
ber jammed into said inlet and temporarily ciosing the 
intercommunicating passage with said gate plug being 
pressure-expellable from the latter into said receptive 
chamber, and a top portion defining in part an eniarged 
liquid storage chamber substantially filled with the liquid 
ingredient and connected in a fluid-tight manner at its 
bottom to said tubular inlet with ihe passage defined by 
the latter intercommunicating said receptive and liquid 
storage chambers when said gate plug is unseated from 
said passage into said receptive chamber, of an upwardly 
crowned relatively thin-walled annulus surmounting said 
top portion connected thereto in a fuid-tight manner and 
forming a top closing end wall of said liquid storage chain 
ber, said crowned annulus being formed of flexible elas 
tomer and deformable to a concave annulus upon applica 
tion of downward thrust axially thereto to reduce the 
cubic capacity of said liquid storage chaniber and cause 
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said gate plug to be hydraulically expelled from said 
intercommunicating passage into said receptive chamber, 
a tubular neck connected centrally to said flexible annulus 
in a fluid-tight manner and having an outlet bore terminat 
ing in an open pouring mouth, said neck extending out 
Wardly coaxially from said flexible annulus, and a remov 
able closure fitted to said neck in a relatively fixed inward 
position and temporarily closing said mouth, said neck 
and closure together defining a stiff thirust post for manual 
engagerient to deform said flexible an rulus downwardly 
into a concave position upon application of downward 
manual thrust to said post. 

3. The admixing container structure as defined in claim 
2 characterized by said top section and said fiexible an 
nulus which together define said liquid storage chamber, 
and said neck being all formed together integrally from 
the flexible elastomer, said removable closure being a 
cap having a skirt formed of relatively rigid material tele 
Scored down over said neck. 

4. The adminixing container structure as defined in claim 
3 characterized by said neck being of relatively small 
diameter and provided with external screw threads, said 
cap having an in perforate end wall integral with said skirt 
and with the latter provided with internai screw threads 
threadably engaged with said neck threads. 

5. The admixing container as defined in cairn 4 char 
acterized by all of said container sections, said intercom 
municating tubular inlet connecting said chambers to 
gether, said flexible annulus and said neck all being moided 
integrally together from flexible elastomer. 

6. An admixing container for storage of a liquid and 
another material miscible therewith segregated in sepa 
rate chambers having a gated interconinuinicating passage 
to perinit admixture comprising, in combination, a sub 
stantially tubular body moded from flexible elastomer 
having a pair of end sections and an intervening mid-sec 
tion, said mid-section being constricted with provision of 
a circular internal seat of a diameter substantially less 
than the internal diameters of said end sections to define 
cn opposite sides of said seat tubular exterior side walls 
of a top liquid storage chamber and a bottom receptive 
admixing chainber containing material miscible with con 
tents of said liquid chamber, an integral bottom end wall 
closing off the bottom end of said receptive chamber, an 
integral elongated and externally screw threaded neck of 
relatively small diameter extending coaxially from the 
other top end of said body having an external diameter 
appreciably less than the internal diameter of the adjacent 
liquid Storage chamber-defining top end section, an in 
tegral outwardly-extending frusto-conical flexible annulus 
defining a shoulder Zone intervening and connecting the 
tubular side wall of said top end section to said neck, 
a relatively rigid and interially Screw threaded removable 
cap threadably engaged down over said neck to a relatively 
fixed position and closing off the latter while constituting 
with said neck a portion of the exterior walls of said liquid 
storage top chamber, and a substantially cylindrical resil 
ient gate plug of a diameter intermediate the diameter 
of said seat and the internal diameters of said channbers 
removably fitted in constricted condition within said seat 
temporarily isolating said chambers from each other, said 
flexible frusto-conical shoulder Zone being depressible to 
the shape of a concave annulus by application of down 
ward thrust to said cap and said liquid storage chamber 
containing a quantity of liquid appreciably greater ihan a 
predetermined cubic capacity of said chamber to which 
it may be reduced by depression of said shoulder to the 
shape of a concave annulus to cause said gate plug to be 
expelled down from said seat into said bottom admixing 
chamber by hydraulic pressure when said cap and neck 
are thrust downwardly together with depression of said 
shoulder Zone to the shape cf a concave annulus. 

7. In an admixing container for storage of a liquid and 
another material miscible therewith constituting ingredi 
ents of an ultimate mixture and Segregated in Separate 
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chambers thereof with the latter intercommunicated by a 
gated passage to permit upon opening of the latter admix 
ture of the ingredients, the combination with a bottom 
section defining an enlarged receptive chamber containing 
the other ingredient and of a certain internal cross-sec 
tional dimension, a constricted tubular inlet leading and 
connected in a fluid-tight manner to said receptive cham 
ber and of an internal diameter appreciably less than the 
cross-sectional dimension of said receptive chamber defin 
ing the intercommunicating passage, a substantially cylin 
drical resilient gate plug of a diameter intermediate the 
internal diameter of said tubular inlet and the internal 
cross-sectional dimension of said receptive chamber 
jammed into said inlet and temporarily closing the inter 
communicating passage with said gate plug being pres 
sure-expeliable from the latter into said receptive cham 
ber, and a top portion defining in part an enlarged liquid 
storage chamber substantially filled with the liquid in 
gredient and connected in a fluid-tight manner at its bot 
tom to said tubular inlet with the passage defined by the 
latter intercommunicating said receptive and liquid storage 
chambers when said gate plug is unseated from said pas 
Sage into said receptive chamber, of an upwardly crowned 
relatively thin-walled annulus surmounting said top por 
tion connected thereto in a fluid-tight manner and form 
ing a top closing end wall of said liquid storage chamber, 
said crowned annulus being formed of flexible elastomer 
and deformable to a concave annulus upon application of 
downward thrust axially thereto to reduce the cubic capac 
ity of Said liquid storage chamber and cause said gate 
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4. 
plug to be hydraulically expelled from said intercommuni 
cating passage into said receptive chamber, tubular means 
connected centrally to said flexible annulus in a fluid-tight 
manner and defining a liquid loading inlet passage for 
flowing the liquid ingredient into the top storage chamber, 
and a closure fitted to said tubular means in relatively 
fixed position and closing said loading inlet passage with 
confinement of the liquid ingredient in the top storage 
chamber, said closure being of a structure permitting 
withdrawal of ultimate liquid mixture out through said 
tubular means defining the liquid loading inlet passage, 
said latter tubular means and the closure fitted thereto 
together defining a relatively stiff thrust-receiving means 
for manual engagement to deform said flexible annulus 
downwardly into a concave position upon application of 
downward manual thrust to said thrust-receiving means. 
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